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Toward Evaluating the Usefulness of Global
Illumination for Novices in Lighting Design Tasks
Ondřej Karlı́k, Martin Růžička, Václav Gassenbauer, Fabio Pellacini, and Jaroslav Křivánek
Abstract—Thanks to its ability to improve the realism of computer-generated imagery, the use of global illumination has recently
become widespread among digital lighting artists. It remains unclear, though, what impact it has on the lighting design workflows,
especially for novice users. In this paper we present a user study which investigates the use of global illumination, large area lights, and
non-physical fill lights in lighting design tasks, where 26 novice subjects design lighting with these tools. The collected data suggest
that global illumination is not significantly harder to control for novice users that direct illumination, and when given the possibility, most
users opt to use it in their designs. The use of global illumination together with large area lights leads to simpler lighting setups with
fewer non-physical fill lights. Interestingly, global illumination does not supersede fill lights: users still include them into their globally
illuminated lighting setups. We believe that our results will find use in the development of lighting design tools for non-expert users.
Index Terms—Global Illumination, Lighting Design, User Study
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I NTRODUCTION

L

IGHTING DESIGN

is essential in defining the appearance of computer generated imagery [1]. While
lighting in reality is confined to the laws of physics,
computer artists have the luxury of being able to choose
the appropriate lighting model, that is the mathematical
model of light emission as well its propagation through
the scene. Various lighting models have been developed,
often trading off physical plausibility for computational
efficiency. It is generally believed that physically plausible lighting models, global illumination in particular,
facilitate the lighting design task and make it easier to
create natural-looking images [2].
A common criticism of physically plausible lighting
models in lighting design includes limited artistic freedom and long rendering times. Moreover, it is natural to expect that, due to its indirect character, global
illumination should be more difficult to control than
direct illumination. However, evidence is missing in the
research community to support these beliefs. In addition,
little is known about the influence of different lighting
models on the lighting design workflow of novice users.
In particular, will global illumination be beneficial for
novice users, given the aforementioned advantages and
drawbacks? Will they be able to control it and use it
effectively? Answers to such questions are important for
the development of lighting design tools targeted at nonexpert users.
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In this paper we take the first steps in a quantitative
evaluation of the impact of different lighting models
on the performance of novice users in lighting design
tasks. We focus on global illumination (GI), large area
vs. point light sources, and fill lights (lights that do not cast
shadows nor create specular highlights). Our work disregards the computational efficiency aspect of advanced
lighting models, which is likely to be resolved in a not so
distant future [3], and focuses solely on usability issues.
We restrict our investigation to novices because they
make up a potentially important user group and little is
known about their behavior. Nowadays novice users can
perform tasks, such as adjusting photos, editing video,
etc., that were traditionally reserved for experts. It is
likely they will be interested in creating images from
3D content, as soon as the latter becomes widespread.
In addition, unlike expert users, novices do not have
a priori preference with respect to different lighting
models that could bias the study results.
In our study, 26 novice users perform various lighting
design tasks in four scenes with different lighting models
using a custom-built real-time relighting tool. Similar to
Kerr and Pellacini [4] we ask subjects to finish two types
of tasks. In matching trials they try to match lighting exactly using various lighting models. In open trials, which
are more akin to the actual practical lighting design
tasks, subjects set up lighting taking inspiration from a
given image or according to their aesthetic preference.
We collect data by recording all user actions and by
asking subjects to fill out a questionnaire. By analyzing
the data, we make the following conclusions.
1) Novices can light with GI. Their performance in
matching trials is slightly worse with GI than with
direct illumination, but it does not impair their
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ability to finish the task. Users did not report
increased task difficulty with GI in open trials.
2) Novices want to light with GI. When given the choice,
most users opt to use GI in their designs.
3) Novices create simpler lighting setups with physically
plausible lighting models. Users tend to use fewer
lights in their designs when arbitrarily large lights
and GI are allowed, provided that the lighting
setup is complex enough.
4) Fill lights remain useful. Even if arbitrarily large
lights and GI are allowed, users still employ some
fill lights in their designs.

2

R ELATED W ORK

In this section we briefly review the relevant work in
fields of appearence design user studies, global illumination, and relighting engines.
2.1

Appearance design user studies

Kerr and Pellacini [4] evaluate the usability of different
user interfaces in lighting design tasks. Our study differs
significantly in that we focus on the impact of different
lighting models, global illumination in particular, on the
users’ performance in such tasks. In another study, Kerr
and Pellacini [5] evaluate the relative advantages of different user interfaces in material design tasks. Křivánek
et al. [2] informally discuss some aspects of the use of
GI in professional practice but their observations are
not supported by experimental data. Reiner et al. [6]
develop tools for visualizing light transport and show
their usefulness in a number of specialized tasks. We
focus on more traditional tools for lighting design.
2.2

Global illumination in lighting design

Global illumination [7] can provide remarkable realism
when rendering synthetic scenes, and it has recently
become a common tool in a number of applications,
including architectural visualization, film production, or
even video games [2], [8], [9]. One of the limitations
of global illumination in artistic applications such as
cinematic lighting is limited flexibility, constrained by
the physical laws. Common approaches to artistic control of GI include rendering in layers and the use of
compositing tools, or procedural modification of surface
and light shaders [8], [10]. Obert et al. [11] and Schmidt
et al. [12] introduce a representation for artistic control
of global illumination. In our study we adhere to physically plausible global illumination without any artistic
modifications. Doing so allows us to strictly define the
different lighting models compared in the experiments.
2.3

2

Pellacini et al. [13] and Ragan-Kelley et al. [14] facilitate
this process by providing the user with fast feedback.
Though other alternatives exist (e.g. [15]), the implementation of the relighting engine used to run our study
is based on the Direct-to-Indirect Transfer algorithm of
Hašan et al. [16] because it most closely suits the needs
of our application. Pellacini [17] proposes a lighting
design interface for environment illumination; our study
focuses on local lights only as they are more widely
adopted in practice.

3

G OAL

AND

M OTIVATION

We seek to evaluate the impact of different lighting
model features on novice users’ performance in lighting
design tasks. Specifically, we want to answer the following questions:
1) What is the impact of global illumination on novice
users’ ability to precisely adjust lighting?
2) Are novice users able to control the indirect effects
of global illumination (light bounced off of scene
surfaces)?
3) What is the impact of the physically plausible
lighting model features (namely large area lights
and global illumination) on the complexity of the
created lighting setups (i.e., number of lights)?
4) Does the use of these physically plausible features
obviate the need for (non-physical) fill lights?
5) When free to choose, which lighting model features
(GI, large area lights, fill lights) will novices use in
their designs?
The first two questions are motivated by the surmise
that global illumination, due to its indirect nature, could
be more difficult to control than direct illumination,
especially for novice users. This added difficulty could
then counter the advantages that global illumination is
believed to have in terms of the provided image realism.
An argument in favor of the use of GI in professional
practice is a reduced lighting setup complexity and the
consequent savings of lighters’ effort [2]. Question (3)
is motivated by the desire to quantitatively investigate
this belief in the context of novice users. We also want
to study the relative impact of physically plausible light
emission (large area lights) and transport (GI).
Fill lights (non-physical lights that do not cast shadows nor create highlights) are commonly used in computer cinematography [1]. We ask Question (4) because
we wish to find out if their popularity is a mere artifact
of the inability of point lights to fill a scene with soft
light. Or will they remain useful even when physically
plausible soft light tools become available?
Answering Question (5) should reveal the relative
advantages of the individual lighting model features as
perceived by the novice users.

Relighting engines

Lighting design is a trial-and-error process that involves
testing many variants before deciding upon the final
result. Relighting engines such as those described by

4

E XPERIMENTS

Our study consists of experiments designed to provide
answers to the above questions, where subjects are asked
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Fig. 2. Scenes used in our study: Global view (top row)
and the view used in the study (bottom row).
Preview image

Workspace

Fig. 1. User interface used to run the study.
to perform various lighting design tasks with different
lighting model variants.
4.1

Lighting model

Our base lighting model was designed to be as simple as
possible but expressive enough to allow lighting design
in realistic scenes. Since we study physically plausible
illumination, we do not use point lights. Instead, all light
sources are modeled as light-emitting squares (up to 3
degrees of freedom (DOFs) for position, 3 for orientation,
and 1 for size) where radiance Le emitted from x in
d
direction ω is given by: Le (x, ω) = L0 d+2
2π max{0, n · ω} .
Radiance L0 along the light normal n as well as the
‘directionality’ parameter d are specified by the user. We
use the Modified Phong BRDF for surface reflectance [18,
p. 32] and we always apply the physical inverse-squareddistance intensity falloff when computing direct illumination.
Our definition of key and fill lights follows the standard practice [1], [4]. Key lights create highlights on
surfaces and cast shadows, while there is no visibility
checking for fill lights (no shadows), and only the diffuse
BRDF component is taken into account for them (no
specular highlights).
High-quality images free of visual artifacts of any
kind are crucial to avoid bias in user preferences. For
that reason we refrain from using shadow mapping
or interpolated indirect illumination. Instead, we use
accurate per-pixel calculations that deliver images at
interactive rates. Direct illumination with soft shadows
is computed using quasi-Monte Carlo integration implemented in CUDA [19]. The global illumination variant
of our lighting model adds an indirect component as per
the standard path tracing expansion of the rendering
equation [7]. We compute it using a modified version
of the direct-to-indirect transfer algorithm [16] (please
see the supplemental document for details).
There are two limitations of the rendering system
used. First, since it takes about a second to compute the
high-quality direct lighting, lower number of samples

is used when lights are being manipulated to keep the
interaction real-time (i.e., there is visible Monte Carlo
noise during interaction when using large area lights).
Immediately after the manipulation ends, noise-free image is computed and displayed. This behavior is shown
in the supplemental video; users had no problems with
it during the experiments. Second, due to the particularities of the direct-to-indirect transfer algorithm, the first
bounce from the light source is restricted to Lambertian
reflection, so the the indirect illumination corresponds
to paths of type LD{S|D}∗ E in Heckbert’s notation [7].
Note that these paths do include specular interreflections.
4.2

User interface

Our choice of the light manipulation user interface follows the results of Kerr and Pellacini [4]. Because the indirect light manipulation (shadow or highlight dragging)
is not applicable to the smooth illumination we focus
on, we use the direct light manipulation paradigm with
‘gizmos’ implemented in a similar way to Maya [20].
The user interface, shown in Fig. 1, consists of the task
instruction panel, target image, preview image (fixed camera
rendering of the scene illuminated by the current lighting setup), workspace (OpenGL rendering of the scene
with simple constant lighting, where users can navigate and manipulate lights), and control panel. The controls include: light creation buttons, light selection list,
light attribute controls (on/off button, color, intensity,
directionality, key/fill light switch), GI on/off button,
undo/redo buttons. Most trials require only some of
these controls; we always hide the rest of them. We
use a fixed camera view for the preview image because
it is a common practice in cinematic lighting design.
Furthermore, an arbitrary viewpoint would unjustifiably
complicate the work and also raise the question of how
to meaningfully measure matching error. Thorough pilot
tests have shown that novice users can comfortably use
this interface after a short training.
4.3

Scenes

Fig. 2 shows the four scenes used in our study. We
specifically choose scenes that serve different purposes
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Fig. 3. Target images for matching Experiments 1 to 3. Subjects are asked to exactly match the target image. They
work with the same scene (Cartoon, Architecture) and lighting model (global illumination off/on) as was used to create
the target image. The experiments differ by the type of light that the subjects adjust: key, fill, and bounce (key lights
bounced off ceiling or walls), respectively. Each user matches only half of the images in Experiments 1 and 2 (either
those marked “a” or those marked “b”), and both shown images in Experiment 3.
(entertainment, architectural visualization), exhibit different geometric setting and complexity, and are affected
by global illumination to a different degree (Still life vs.
other scenes). We did not include scenes with highly
glossy light transport effects (e.g. caustics) because of the
limitations of the relighting algorithm, and because we
believe that the precise matching of such localized effects
is orthogonal to the questions we set to answer. We did
not ask users to match images with sharp shadows for
the same reason. We believe that our scenes are representative of what a user might encounter in practice.
4.4

Trials

The study is made up of five experiments summarized
in Fig. 3 and 4. Experiments 1 to 3 consist of matching
trials, where the subjects are asked to match the given
target image by adjusting parameters of a fixed number
of lights. The target images for these trials were created
using the same camera view, same type and number of
lights, as well as the same lighting model variant that the
users have at their disposal, and therefore can be matched
exactly. The matching trials allow us to quantitatively
measure subjects’ performance, while providing them
with a clear goal.
The purpose of Experiments 1 and 2 (see Fig. 3) is
to investigate the impact of global illumination on the
users’ ability to precisely adjust lighting, either in the
presence of distinct visual cues like shadows and high-

lights (Experiment 1) or when no such cues are present
(Experiment 2). In Experiment 1 subjects manipulate key
lights while in Experiment 2 they manipulate fill lights.
We investigate two lighting model variants (global illumination off/on) in two scenes (Cartoon, Architecture),
giving a total of 4 trials per subject. To avoid learning
effects, one subject is never asked to match two target
images created using the same lighting setup, that only
differ in the lighting model. For that reason, a subject
matches two different target lighting setups for each
scene, one with GI on and the other with GI off. Users
work in each trial with a fixed number of lights, placed
initially near the center of the scene. The number of
degrees of freedom (5 for the Cartoon and 6 for the
Architecture scene, see Fig. 3) was calibrated based on
pilot studies such that most users could finish the tasks.
In Experiment 3 we investigate the users’ ability to
control the indirect effects of global illumination by
asking them to match the target image using indirect
(bounced) lighting. Users manipulate key lights that
are constrained in size (Cartoon) and also in position
(Architecture) so that they are forced to use a wall or
the ceiling as a bounce plane and illuminate the visible
part of the scene indirectly. Each subject does one trial
per scene (2 trials total). Note the important difference
from Experiments 1 and 2 where we measure the impact
of the presence or absence of GI on the ability to match
(predominantly direct) lighting.
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have created. The lighting model is completely flexible,
users can create any number of (arbitrarily sized) lights
and turn GI on and off at any time. They are specifically
instructed to experiment with the latter feature.
To alleviate learning effects we randomize the task
order as well as the target image / lighting model
assignment for each subject in all experiments. The
supplemental video includes an example user workflow
for each of the five experiments.
4.5

Fig. 4. Left: Target images used in Expt. 4. Subjects are
asked to set up lighting following inspiration from these
target images. Two scenes with 3 different lighting models
are used, resulting in 6 tasks total. Right: Scenes used
in Experiment 5. Subjects are asked to set up lighting
in these scenes according to their aesthetic preference.
Subjects do two tasks, each one in a different scene.
Experiments 4 and 5 are open ended in that there is
no ‘right’ solution. Subjects are asked to design lighting
without a target image that could be matched exactly.
Such tasks are more akin to lighting design in practice
than matching, but do not allow to objectively measure
accuracy.
The purpose of Experiment 4, which we refer to as
lighting transfer, is to find out how the a) lighting setup
complexity (number of lights) and b) the use of fill lights
depend on the lighting model. Subjects set up lighting
in the Cartoon and Architecture scenes drawing inspiration from target images (see Fig. 4). To aid subjects in
performing this task, the target images have a distinctive
stylized lighting and roughly match our scenes (a frame
from a cartoon animation, and an architectural scene).
In this experiment users work with three lighting
models:
LM1 direct illumination with key lights limited to
small size (with sharp shadows)
LM2 direct illumination with key lights of arbitrary
size, and
LM3 same as LM2 but with GI on,
in two scenes, yielding a total of 6 trials per subject. The
light size restriction in LM1 only applies to key lights;
fill lights can always have arbitrary size. Subjects can
create any number of lights – the number of DOFs is
not limited. The assignment of target images to lighting
model is randomized. The above lighting models allow
us to measure the effect of physically plausible light
emission (LM2) and transport (LM3).
In Experiment 5 (free lighting), we investigate users’
preference in terms of lighting model features when
given a choice. Subjects are asked to design lighting in
the Still life and Office scenes according to their aesthetic
preference without any target image (see Fig. 4). We
switch to different scenes in Experiment 5 to prevent
subjects from merely repeating a previous design they

5

Questionnaire

Subjects fill out a questionnaire as they progress through
the study. In Experiments 1 to 3, they are asked to
rate, immediately after each trial, a) subjective match
quality and b) task difficulty. In Experiment 4, they rate
a) subjective image quality, b) task difficulty, and c)
‘restrictiveness’ (i.e., to what degree they felt restricted
by the lighting model in expressing their design ideas).
In Experiment 5 they rate and rank the usefulness of the
following features for lighting design: a) arbitrarily sized
key lights, b) fill lights, and c) global illumination. All
ratings are on a 1 to 5 scale. Immediately after finishing
the trials for one experiment, subjects are asked to leave
free-form comments on their workflow and ratings. The
filled-out questionnaires are included as supplemental
material
4.6

Procedure

Twenty six paid subjects chosen from different gender, age and educational groups, all with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision, participated in the study.
They had no or little previous experience with digital
lighting. The study consists of four parts (training, Expts. 1 to 3, Expt. 4, and Expt. 5) separated by breaks.
Subjects are free to take additional breaks. In the training
part (40–60 min), subjects are acquainted with the purpose of the experiments and instructed on all aspects of
the interface through a series of elementary tasks. We
train subjects individually to allow for questions and
to accommodate each subject’s learning needs. Details
of this procedure are in the supplemental material. The
instructor verifies that the subject understands the task,
and answers her/his questions. Once the experiment begins, all user interface actions are recorded. Before each
experiment the instructor explains its particularities. To
constrain the study duration, there is a time limit for
each trial (8 min in Experiments 1 to 3 and 15 min in
Experiments 4 and 5). Most subjects finished the entire
session in 4 to 5 hours.
The study was conducted in a lighting environment
with low ambient lighting to simulate typical working conditions of artists and maximize visibility of the
screen. We used a Dell U2711 27” monitor with a native
resolution of 2560×1440 at approximately 60 cm from the
subject. All images are rendered at 640 × 480 pixels and
tone mapped with a fixed exposure-gamma algorithm
(γ = 2.2).
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Fig. 5. CIELAB error plotted over time for the matching
trials for an individual subject (left) and averaged across
all 26 subjects (right). The graphs are shown separately
for the Cartoon and Architecture scenes.
Before the actual study we run the experiments with
multiple pilot subjects to ensure that users can comfortably use the interface, finish the tasks within time limits,
and to make sure that the application speed and output
quality is adequate for them.

5

A NALYSIS

In this section we present and analyze the study results.
Following the advice of many authors (e.g. [21], [22]),
we use confidence intervals rather than the traditional
significance tests. This is because significance testing
only expresses the confidence that the population means
of two groups differ (e.g., that GI has an effect on
user performance), but gives no information about the
magnitude of the difference (effect size). The effect size
can be estimated directly using indicators such as Cohen’s
d or Pearson’s r [23]. These, however, in turn give no
information on the confidence in the results.
Confidence intervals (CIs), on the other hand, express
information about both the effect size and confidence
in the result. An α% confidence interval is an interval
estimate of the unknown population parameter (e.g.,
increase in task difficulty when using GI), constructed
from measured data. If we were to repeat the experiment
many times, we would measure different data every
time, and therefore construct different confidence intervals. Then, α% of these intervals would include the true
population parameter. Note that α is not the probability,
that any particular confidence interval contains the population
parameter.1 Confidence intervals are closely related to
significance testing – the latter judges a difference of two
populations significant with p = 1 − α if and only if the
α-confidence interval of the difference does not contain
zero [24]. This means that confidence intervals show a
superset of information provided by significance testing.
1. Such intervals exist, and are called credible intervals. Their construction, however, would require substantial a priori knowledge about the
data.
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Fig. 6. Objective and subjective quantities measured in
Experiments 1 to 3 averaged across all subjects. Top to
bottom: final matching error, time to completion, subjective match accuracy, subjective task difficulty.
We report the 90% confidence intervals for intersubject differences (e.g. GI off–GI on) calculated using
the paired t-test [22] where appropriate. Details are given
in the supplemental material. To facilitate comparison
between confidence intervals of quantities with different
domains, we divide them with the mean value of the
first group and report the intervals in percent. Note
that this transformation does not alter the conclusions in
any way. We report the confidence intervals as mean%
([low, high]%), where low and high are the bounds of the
confidence interval, and mean is the measured difference
between groups, which is also the center of the interval.
We also report sample means for the individual trials
using bar graphs together with the standard error of
each mean, drawn as a black error bar. Their numerical
values, as well as more indicators computed from the
data (namely 95% CIs, Cohen’s d, Pearson’s r, and results
of traditional significance testing), are provided in the
supplemental material.
5.1

Matching Trials (Experiments 1 to 3)

The first three experiments consist of matching trials.
Subjects are asked to match a target image as closely
and quickly as possible using key lights (Experiment 1),
fill lights (Experiment 2), or an indirect bounce of key
lights (Experiment 3). We measure objective image error,
time to completion, and subjective ratings of match
accuracy and task difficulty provided by the users in the
questionnaire.
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Fig. 7. 90% confidence intervals for our statistical analysis
of Experiments 1 to 3. Each bar is an interval estimate
of the effect size of either turning on GI (left), or using
bounce instead of key/fill lighting (right). Effect sizes
for different measured quantities (different groups in the
figure) and for different scenes and light types (different
colors) are shown. Center of a bar further from zero
means bigger effect size; shorter bar length indicates
bigger confidence in it. A result is statistically significant
if the bar does not overlap the 0% line.
5.1.1
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Fig. 8. Results of Expt. 4. Top row: number of lights
in users’ designs. Bottom row: subjective measurements
(satisfaction with the result, task difficulty, lighting model
restrictiveness). The lighting models are: LM1: small key
lights with GI off, LM2: arbitrarily large key lights with GI
off, and LM3: same as LM2 with GI on.

Matching error

We measure the image error as the Euclidean distance in
the perceptually unifrom CIELAB color space. For two
images A and B it is computed as
n q
1X
2
2
2
(LA,i − LB,i ) + (aA,i − aB,i ) + (bA,i − bB,i ) ,
n i=1
where n = 640 × 480 is the number of pixels and
LX,i , aX,i , bX,i are the values of L, a, b channels of ith pixel of image X (either A or B). We opt to use
this simple per-pixel metric because more complicated
visual difference metrics have been shown to sometimes
provide unreliable results [25]. Our choice of metric
is also further validated by the high correlation of its
outputs with subjective user satisfaction with the result.
We keep track of the image error during the entire
course of each trial. The error plots in Fig. 5 show an
overall decrease of the error over time, indicating that
the subjects are able to perform the tasks in all three
experiments irrespective of whether global illumination
is on or off. Similar graphs for all subjects and trials are
available in the supplemental material.
The objective matching accuracy is measured using
the final error, which is the image error present when
users end the task. The mean errors are shown in Fig. 6,
confidence intervals for their differences in Fig. 7. The
error is higher for global illumination in 3 out of 4 paired
(i.e. GI on-off) trials in Experiments 1 and 2. The biggest
difference is in key light matching in the Architecture
scene, where enabling GI increases error by 14% (CI:
[−22, 51]%). The GI has opposite effect while matching
fill lights in the Cartoon scene – its presence decreases
the error by 16% ([−6, 37]%). Overall, it seems that

global illumination might slightly increase the final error
when precisely matching lighting, though the result is
not conclusive.
Next, we compare the final errors in Experiments 1
and 2 (key/fill lights) with final errors in Experiment 3
(lighting bounced off walls). In the Cartoon scene using
bounce instead of fill lights increases the error by 27%
([7, 47]%), but using bounce lights compared to key
lights decreases the error by 27%, [3, 50]%. There are
no such strong differences in the Architecture scene.
5.1.2 Time to completion
The time the subjects took to finish the trials indicates the
efficiency of users’ work with different lighting models.
We show the mean time for each trial in Fig. 6 and the
confidence intervals in Fig. 7. The time limit of 8 minutes
for all matching trials was sufficient in most cases; a
trial was terminated because of it only 8 times out of
260. Global illumination has strong effect only in the
Cartoon scene for key light matching, where it increases
the time needed by 29% ([6, 53]%). In other cases it has
insignificant effect (CIs lying in [−23, 25]%). Matching
with bounce lights took users slightly more time compared to fill lights, i.e. 34% ([15, 53]%) difference in the
Cartoon scene, 17% ([0, 34]%) for Architecture. The effect
size for key vs. bounce lights was negligible, with both
90% CIs lying in [−17, 21]%.
5.1.3 Subjective ratings
Users rated subjective accuracy of their matches as well
as the task difficulty for each trial on a scale from 1 to 5
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Fig. 9. 90% confidence intervals for results of Experiment 4. The meaning of the bars is the same as in Fig. 7.
LM1B2 is the transition from LM1 to LM 2, which means
enabling arbitrary size key lights. Similarly, LM2B3 means
turning GI on.

(see Fig. 6 and 7). Subjective accuracy results confirm
the observed trend of the objective matching error. In
all 4 paired trials in Expts. 1 and 2 the mean accuracy
ratings are lower with GI on than with GI off, though
the differences are very small – all CIs lie between
[−21, 5]%. Subjective task difficulty shows similar trends.
Users generally rate lighting with GI as more difficult,
with the biggest difference being in matching key lights
in Cartoon scene (−11%; [−18, − 5]%).
Interestingly, users rate matching bounce lights consistently harder than key/fill lights. The biggest difference
was observed when matching fill lights in the Cartoon
scene: 20% ([11, 28]%); smallest when matching fill lights
in the Architecture scene: 7% ([−8, 21]%). Despite the
increased difficulty, the subjective differences in accuracy
were small, with all CIs bounded by [−12, 18]%.
5.1.4

5.2

8

Open Trials (Experiment 4 – Lighting Transfer)

In Expt. 4 subjects design lighting taking inspiration
from a target image only vaguely related to the scene
they work with. They use 3 lighting models (LM1: GI
off, small key lights, LM2: GI off, arbitrarily large key
lights, LM3: GI on, arbitrarily large key lights). Some
of the result images from this experiment are shown in
Fig. 10. As this is an open ended task with no ‘right’
solution, there is no objective error metric. Instead we
measure the number of lights users create to see how the
lighting model influences the lighting setup complexity,
and collect subjective ratings of satisfaction with the
result, task difficulty, and restrictiveness of the lighting
model.
5.2.1

Number of lights used

We record the number of active key and fill lights at the
end of each trial. The data, shown in Fig. 8, have rather
high variance, but if we look at confidence intervals in
Fig. 9, we can see a strong trend of decreasing number
of fill lights as the lighting model gets more physically
plausible. Moving from LM1 to LM3 decreases the number of fill lights used by 33% (CI: [10, 57]%) for the
Cartoon and by 45% ([21, 68]%) for the Architecture
scene. The number of key lights shows opposite trend in
the Cartoon scene – moving from LM1 to LM3 increases
their count by 22% ([−1, 44]%). The same transition has
no clear effect in Architecture scene. Overall, moving
towards more physically plausible light model strongly
decreases the number of fill lights needed, but does not
have a clear effect on the number of key lights.
5.2.2

Time to completion

The meaning of this quantity is not as well-defined as in
the matching trials due to the higher subjectivity of lighting transfer trials, but we include it in the supplemental
material for the sake of completeness. The time limit of
15 minutes was reached only in 2 trials out of 156. There
is no significant dependence of time to completion on the
lighting model.

Workflow

Most users listed the same basic steps of their workflow: first adjusting light intensity to roughly match
overall scene brightness, then locating prominent lighting features (such as shadows, highlights, etc.) and
matching them by manipulation with light position,
and finally fine-tuning the light intensity. This workflow
was confirmed by inspecting the recorded videos and
by questionnaires. Most users do not admit any major
differences in their workflow based on lighting model
(i.e. GI setting) or scene, aside from using different cues
for estimating light position (e.g., shadows for matching
with key lights and bright areas for fill lights). Additionally, the only noticeable difference in workflows between
bounced light matching (Expt. 3) and rest is that the
former is slightly more trial-and-error based.

5.2.3

Subjective ratings

The average subjective ratings provided by the users
after each trial are shown in Fig. 8; the associated
confidence intervals are in Fig. 9. The Architecture
scene shows a clear trend of increasing satisfaction and
decreasing difficulty and restrictiveness when moving
towards more physically plausible lighting model: Between LM1 and LM3 we measured increase in satisfaction by 17% ([1, 33]%), decrease in task difficulty by 32%
([11, 54]%) and decrease of lighting model restrictiveness
by 29% ([13, 45]%). There is no definitive trend in the
subjective rating in the Cartoon scene (all CIs are between [−20, 17]%). We believe that this might be because
the simpler nature of the scene allows users to light it
reasonably well even with a less powerful toolset.
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Lighting transfer (Experiment 4)
Cartoon scene
Architecture scene

9

Free lighting (Experiment 5)
Still life scene
Office scene

Fig. 10. Examples of test subjects’ final lighting setups in the open-ended experiments 4 and 5. Novice users were able
to achieve these results in under 15 minutes. Final images for all subjects are available in the supplemental material.
The differences in the Architecture scene are explained
in the questionnaire: users often wanted to use the
features that were disabled in LM1 and LM2, and tried
to simulate them with tools at hand, which influenced
the difficulty of the task: “It (difficulty) depends on the
difficulty of replacing disabled lighting features.”, “I was
surprised how hard it is to replace a large key light”.
5.2.4

4
3
2
1 Still life

Office

Rank 1 25
Rank 2 20
Rank 3 15

Feature ranking

Large key lights 10
Fill lights
5
Indirect lighting 0

Large key Fill Indirect
lights lights lighting

Workflow

The workflow in this experiment was much more varied.
Most users tend to start from the most prominent lighting features (visible lights, hard shadows, etc.) and then
fine-tune the atmosphere of the image. Overall the workflow is more trial-and-error based than for matching.
The only observed difference between lighting workflow
with and without GI is that subjects used more fill
lights without it, which, in addition to being objectively
measured, was indicated by the users themselves in the
questionnaire, e.g: “Indirect lighting looks more natural,
so when it was turned off, I used a large number of weak
fill lights to replace it.”
5.3

5 Feature usefulness

Open Trials (Experiment 5 – Free Lighting)

In Experiment 5 users design lighting according to their
aesthetic preference with no target image given. The
lighting model is completely flexible, and the users are
free to turn GI on and off. Some of the subjects’ results
are shown in Fig. 10. We analyze user preferences of
the following lighting model features: 1) arbitrarily large
key lights, 2) fill lights, and 3) global illumination, as
expressed via questionnaire and via their actual use in
the created lighting setups.
Note that in this section we also report proportions of
users exhibiting certain traits (e.g. using GI). Because
of the non-normality of this data, we have to construct
the confidence intervals using different method, namely
Wilson score intervals [26]. The semantics of proportion
CIs are unchanged, with the only difference being that
they are not symmetrical around the measured mean.

Fig. 11. Subjective ratings (left) and rankings (right) of the
usefulness of lighting model features for the free lighting
tasks (Expt. 5). Only 25 rankings are included as one
subject provided invalid data.

5.3.1

Lighting model features used

Users had the freedom to turn GI on and off at any time.
Out of 26 subjects, 16 left it on in their final setup in the
Still life scene and 20 in the Office scene. Most subjects
also decided to use fill lights; 16 used at least one in the
Still life and 20 did the same in the Office scene. The 90%
confidence interval for population proportion that opted
to use GI is [45, 75]% in the Still life scene and [61, 88]%
in the Office scene. The confidence intervals for fill light
usage are the same ([45, 75]% in Still life scene, [61, 88]%
in Office scene). This is just a coincidence – even though
the proportions are the same, there was no significant
correlation between these two choices. Overall, we have
observed that the majority of subjects use both GI and
fill lights. Additionally, more subjects use these advanced
features in the Office scene, indicating that the scene may
be more challenging to light.
5.3.2

Workflow

Users tend to decide whether or not to use GI early on,
and generally do not change the decision later. Many of
them affirm the choice later by switching between GI on
and off, comparing the results, and returning back to the
original decision.
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5.3.3

6.2

Subjective rating of features

We have gathered users’ opinions on the usefulness of
different lighting model features in two ways: by having
them rate the usefulness in both trials on a scale from 1
to 5, and rank the features by overall usefulness after
all trials. The results are summarized in Fig. 11. The
ratings show a strong preference for arbitrarily large key
lights, that are rated better than indirect lighting by 26%
(CI: [19, 34]%) in the Still life and by 20% ([9, 31]%)
in the Office scene. Additionally, GI is rated better than
fill lights in the Still life scene by 23% ([5, 41]%); the
same comparison in the Office scene is inconclusive (CI:
[−12, 17]%).
5.3.4

Subjective ranking

By forcing subjects to choose, we get similar, but much
stronger trends. 20 out of 25 valid answers ranked
arbitrarily large key lights as more useful than GI (90%
CI of population proportion: [64, 90]%), and 17 out of 25
ranked GI as more useful than fill lights (CI: [51, 80]%).
This indicates, that most users consider soft shadows the
most useful feature, and that most users would prefer GI
to fill lights as a sole method for creating soft lighting
(even though most acutally prefer to use both).
Various reasons for the ratings and rankings are mentioned in the questionnaire. Users praise the realism of
GI (“Indirect lighting causes objects to look believable
and organic.”), and criticize fill lights for creating flat,
unrealistic lighting (“Images with fill lights look quite
flat, without any distinctive or interesting parts.”) Despite the low rating, most people still use fill lights. The
questionnaires suggest that users do not consider them
crucial for the lighting, but use them as an auxiliary
feature to help fine-tune the dark parts of the image (e.g.,
“I’ve used fill lights, but only as a supplement, main
lights were always key lights.”). This shows that even
without specific training, the novices’ use of fill lights is
in line with the recommended professional practice [1].
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Ability to light with indirect illumination (Q2)

After comparing questionnaire results of Experiments 1
and 2 to Experiment 3, we came to the conclusion
that users find indirect (bounce) lighting more difficult to work with than direct lighting. Nonetheless, the
measured data show that their ability to complete the
task is not significantly affected. This, together with the
observation made in the previous paragraph, and results
in Fig. 5, suggests that while they may find it harder,
novices can light with GI.
6.3

Lighting setup complexity (Q3)

When lighting with GI and large key lights, novice users
tend to use fewer fill lights in their designs, provided
that the scene is complex enough, as was shown in the
Architecture scene in Experiment 4. The same behavior
has been informally reported for expert users [2] and
our result confirms it for novices. Surprisingly, we did
not observe any corresponding reduction in time to
completion.
6.4

Fill lights (Q4)

Even though non-physical fill lights are a concept unknown in the real world, according to Experiment 5,
novice users are able to understand them and use them
effectively. They use fill lights even with global illumination and large key lights. This suggests that fill lights
remain useful even with advanced physically plausible lighting
models.
6.5

Lighting model feature choice (Q5)

Novices choose to employ global illumination, large key
lights, as well as non-physical fill lights in their designs,
as confirmed by Experiment 5. For global illumination
this indicates that the small increase of complexity of
lighting with GI observed in the matching trials (Q1 and
Q2) does not counter its advantage in terms of increased
image realism.
6.6

Novices and complex lighting models

In this section we summarize the most important results
of our study, and discuss the limitations. We start by formulating answers to the questions defined in Section 3.
We remind the reader of an intrinsic limitation of this
(as well as any other) user study: strictly speaking, the
results we have obtained apply only to our test cases.

Even though most of our subjects had no previous
lighting design skills, they were still able to effectively
complete design tasks in realistic scenes using complex,
physically plausible lighting models. This important
finding generalizes a similar observation made by Kerr
and Pellacini [4] in the context of lighting design in
simple scenes using point lights.

6.1

6.7

Impact of GI on the ability to adjust lighting (Q1)

Contrary to our expectation, the presence of GI has
relatively small effect on the subjects’ performance in
matching trials (as demonstrated by Experiments 1 to
3). While users generally perform better without global
illumination, the effect size is small and often below the
threshold of statistical significance.

Workflow

We found no significant impact of global illumination on
users workflows in matching trials. In open-ended trials
users were forced to create more fill lights to compensate
for the unavailability of large key lights and/or global
illumination. When free to choose whether or not to use
GI, users make the decision at the beginning of the trial
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and usually do not change it later. In other words, when
used, GI was a part of the lighting design process, not
just a “beautify” add-on used after the lighting has been
designed.
6.8

and the Czech Science Foundation grant P202-13-26189S.
Fabio Pellacini was supported by the NSF (CNS-070820,
CCF-0746117), Intel, and the Sloan Foundation.
We would also like to thank Jiřı́ Friml for the Office
scene.

Limitations

Similarly to other user studies, our results are limited by
the scope of our experiments, especially in terms of the
lighting design tasks performed and the range of scenes
that appeared in the study. Furthermore, while some of
our results regarding the impact of GI on lighting design
are in line with what has previously been reported for
experts [2], it is unclear if the study results generalize
to more advanced users. Finally, due to the technical
limitations of our relighting engine, the images with
global illumination are missing one particular type of
light paths, which sometimes results in slight bias.
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